Incest-Themed Written Pornography on Amazon

While Amazon took strict measures to rid this popular e-book device of hardcore pornography and explicit erotica in previous years, thousands of self-published pornographic books are for sale and even included for free in the monthly subscription service KindleUnlimited. Searches by NCOSY yielded dozens of these books included in completely unrelated categories, and included themes of incest, child and teen, and rape. A search conducted by NCOSY of “Teen Books” yielded both e-books for toddler, as well as hardcore porn. Unfortunately, a 12-year-old girl did this same search.

January 2021, NCOSY Researchers reviewed the titles of the "top 100 paid" books in the "erotica" section of Amazon Kindle. 20-30% of the top recommended titles in the 18 subcategories of "erotica" were blatantly incest themed. A shortlist of titles is included here for example:

- Forced by Step Daddy — Aroused Explicit Taboo Collection of 150 Hottest Filthy and Forbidden Adult Sex Stories
- Mommy's Family — Anxious Filthy Taboo Erotica with Explicit Rough Adult Content Anthology Collection
- Daddy’s Little Virgin Ganged by Big Forbidden Men: Taboo Older Ganging Younger Woman Adult Sex Story
- Daddies Forced - Explicit Dirty Adult Taboo Erotica Collection

January 2021, searching "stepdaughter gifts" on Amazon.com continued to yield hundreds of incest-themed pornographic Kindle books.
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September 27, 2019, searching "stepdaughter stepdad" on Amazon.com results in incest-themed pornographic Kindle books.

Evidence collected by The National Center on Sexual Exploitation. For more information visit www.endsexualexploitation.org
As of September 27, 2019, searching just "stepdaughter" on Amazon.com results in incest-themed pornographic Kindle books.
Evidence collected by The National Center on Sexual Exploitation. For more information visit www.endsexualexploitation.org
**BBC: Girl, 12, finds porn on Amazon search for teenage books**

A mother has demanded Amazon take action after her 12-year-old daughter accidently found sexually explicit material on its website.

She said her daughter had typed "free Kindle books for teenagers" into a search and results included titles like Being Bad and Bad Babysitter.

...read full article [here](#)
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**Daily Mail: Amazon sparks anger from parents after 'search for teen books for girls yields pornographic results'**

Amazon has come under fire from parents after the search term 'teen books for girls' was found to yield pornographic content.

Grandmother Martha Welter, from Chicago, Illinois, told NBC she first raised the issue in November, after discovering the disturbing results while browsing the website for a book to give to her 12-year-old granddaughter.

...read full article [here](#)
Examples of the thousands of titles available on Kindle, sold by Amazon Digital Services, LLC. Search done by NCOSE on 2/23/2016.
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Testing Her Virtue: A Medical Humiliation Short (Violation Innocence Historical)  Jan 18, 2016
by Satine LaFleur and SLVR Press
Kindle Edition
$0.00 kindleunlimited
Subscribers read for free. Learn more.
$2.99 to buy
Auto-delivered wirelessly

Ancient Desires & Other Steamy Tales: An Explicit Forbidden Diety Bundle (Violation Innocence Historical Mythology)  Dec 18, 2015
by Satine LaFleur and SLVR Press
Kindle Edition
$0.00 kindleunlimited
Subscribers read for free. Learn more.
$4.99 to buy
Auto-delivered wirelessly

Testing Her Purity: A Medical Humiliation Short (Violation Innocence Historical)  Dec 21, 2015
by Satine LaFleur and SLVR Press
Kindle Edition
$0.00 kindleunlimited
Subscribers read for free. Learn more.
$2.99 to buy
Auto-delivered wirelessly

Slave to the Gods: Ravaged and Pillaged Menage (Violation Innocence Historical Mythology Erotica)  Apr 11, 2015
by Satine LaFleur and SLVR Press
Kindle Edition
$0.00 kindleunlimited
Subscribers read for free. Learn more.
$2.99 to buy
Auto-delivered wirelessly

Aladdin and the Willing Harem: An Adult Fairy Tale (Violation Innocence Historical Fairy Tale)  Dec 27, 2015
by Satine LaFleur and SLVR Press
Kindle Edition
$0.00 kindleunlimited
Subscribers read for free. Learn more.
$2.99 to buy
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Fresh as Snow - 12 Stories of Steamy, New & Naughty Encounters -- They've Never Done THIS Before... Short Story Romance Bundle Collection Kindle Edition

by Nina Job (Author)

Be the first to review this item

See all formats and editions

Kindle
$0.00 kindleunlimited

Subscribers read for free
$0.99 to buy

12 Saucy Stories of New Experiences...

These inexperienced, youthful women will find out all the naughty deeds of life -- as their mature lovers give them a very hands on showing... and a whole lot more!

Read less
Inexperienced, but Eager... 20 Steamy Stories of You Know What! Blush Worthy Short Story Collection

Kindle Edition
by Laura Pound (Author)

Be the first to review this item

* See all formats and editions

Kindle

$0.00 kindleunlimited

Subscribers read for free
$0.99 to buy

20 Stories of a Very, Very Naughty...

Just because she's never done it before doesn't mean she can't have a fun time learning, does it?

These inexperienced lovers are more than willing to take all the lewd lessons they can handle...

Read less

Length: 702 pages
Enhanced Typesetting: Enabled

Daddy Dearest: The Bad Boy Bargain (Book One) Kindle Edition
by Lila Moore (Author)

4 customer reviews

* See all formats and editions

Kindle

$0.00 kindleunlimited

Subscribers read for free
$0.99 to buy

My mother always said that the best way to get over a man is to get
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CBS News: **Lust and elves: How 'low-brow' lit made e-books**

(MoneyWatch) Smut has become popular fare on e-books, according to the New York Post. Amazon (AMZN), Barnes & Noble (BKS) and other online sellers "are peddling a raft of raunchy online books depicting incest, rape and bestiality" following the success of "50 Shades of Grey."

...Read full article [here](https://www.cbsnews.com/news/lust-and-elves-how-low-brow-lit-made-e-books/)
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